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Medawar Jewelers

Medawar Jewelers O ers Fresh and Feminine
Engagement Rings From MARS Fine Jewelry
The designer caters to a wide range of tastes in engagement rings, from
classic to modern and floral to glamorous. See all of these styles in person at
any of Medawar Jewelers' five retail stores.

MICHIGAN, August 22, 2019 (Newswire.com) - In the

jewelry industry, the winter months are affectionately

referred to as “engagement season,” as this is the time of year

when the highest number of engagements tend to happen. Of

course, finding the perfect engagement ring must take place

long before this. To help Michigan-based hopeful fiancés with

their search, Medawar Jewelers carries a line of engagement

rings sure to satisfy any woman’s taste in jewelry.

For over thirty years, brides-to-be have fallen in love with MARS Fine Jewelry’s distinctly feminine

engagement ring styles. And with six bridal collections to choose from, Medawar Jewelers ensures

that those shopping for The Ring have all of the options they need to make the right choice. 

At any of the retailer’s five Michigan-based stores -- West Lansing, Okemos, Jackson, Portage, and

Brighton -- shoppers can browse MARS’ extensive selection of engagement rings and stackable

wedding bands. 

Those interested in a classic diamond engagement ring can look to the Ever After collection, a line of

refined rings featuring simple diamond-studded bands. For lovers of the Art Deco aesthetic and

beyond, choose a silhouette from the Grand Estates collection. Filled with rings inspired by heirloom

jewelry, this assemblage exudes a refinement only found in antique- and vintage-inspired pieces.

Shop these engagement ring collections as well as four more from the esteemed bridal jewelry brand 

-- with designs from the modern to the alternative -- by visiting Medawar Jewelers today!

To learn more about MARS Fine Jewelry and the collections that are available at Medawar Jewelers,

contact the retailer by calling (855) 850-8015 or sending an email to info@medawarjewelers.com.

About Medawar Jewelers

With five locations in West Lansing, Okemos, Jackson, Portage, and Brighton, Medawar Jewelers

proudly services the mid-Michigan and greater Lansing areas with a large inventory of engagement

rings, wedding bands, luxury watches, loose diamonds, and fine fashion jewelry. Founded by Pierre

and Catrine Medawar in 1978, Medawar Jewelers is still family owned and operated by their son Jon-

Pierre and daughter Christina. Visit any of their showrooms to discover lavish collections from

popular fine jewelry and bridal brands like Verragio, Noam Carver, Zeghani, and more. 

For additional information on the brands and services available at the retailer, please visit

www.medawarjewelers.com or contact them directly by calling (855) 850-8015.
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